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FIRST MASS HELD
SINCE THE BREACH

PADUCAH' KY..r.THURSDAY EVENING. DECEMBER 13. 1906.
BICYCLES COLLIDE.
Herbert

Bailey.
elesseuger
Threw. to Street.

they,

CHILD LABOR LAW
WILL BE DRASTIC

Herbert Bailey, 13 years old, son
of Stationman Dan Bailey of fire
company No. 1, collided with another youth while riding his wheel on
Police Attend To Note Infract- Broadway near Fifth street about 4
o'clock yesterday afternoon and was
ions of Civil Law
seriously injured. He is a messenger
boy employed by the Postal Telegraph company and was delivering a
Heavy Guards Posted to Prevent Free message. He was riding fast and .111 Nlittors Must Re .1ble to Read Mid
Write and Go to *tool Three
Thinkers From Interrupting • whoa thdetwo wheel, came together
Months.
Services.
was thrown to the pavement, his
head striking a fire plug, inflicting a
deep scalp wound. The wound was
dressed after
which the injured
CAUSE OF (111l'H4iH AND STATE.
WILL HOLD ANOTHER MEETING.
youth was taken home, 633 South
Ninth street.

If New Association Succeeds
- in Purpose

PATRICK'S LAST HOPE.
Washington, Dec. 13.- On
motion of his counsel the supreme court todsly diemisieed tee
appeal of .41bert T. Patrick, lawyer, sentenced to be electrocuted
for the murder of millMnaire
Rice. By this action Patrick .14prited lihotpwlf of ull legal Men lei
of eta'a ping death. It is thomdit
Governor Higgins, of New York,
will olertnute his sentence to
imprisonment for life.
SICNATH CONFIRMS.
Washington, DeC. 1 3.-The
senete today coufirmed the nominations of William H. eloody, of
Maseachueetis, to be teurociati•
justice of the supreme court:
Charles J. Bonaparte, of Maryland, to he attorney general, and
%Icier H. Metcalf, of California,
to he mecretary of the navy, Mid
011eilt 4, Straum, of Ness leek, to
be secretary of coiiiiii.rce.

INCREASED RATE
FOR CITY TAXES

10 CENTS PER WEEK
Mie,000,000.% 1-EAlt.
Is die Income of John D. Rockefeller,
the Standard Oil King.

ASSESS BIG FINE
FOR HENRY ARENZ

New York, Dec. 13.-From an authority that should be absolute John
D. Rockefeller's annual income was
Probably 1'ill Be Fixed By told today for the first time authen- Conimission Broker
tically. It will be $60,000,00e when
Mulcted In
the year 1906 closes.
Next General Council
Sum
of $750
Mee Rocketellees income every day
of the year, therefore, is $164,383.52. Every hour of the 21, waking or
It Is Emmet:4A That the Assessment sleeping, pkaying golf or
skating, sit- Petit Jury Is Diamissed by Judge
Will 1k' lkaiaa'st by About Two
ting in church, or superintending his
Reed in Criminal Court
new houee at INicanticie John D.
Today.
Rockefeller is sure that $6,840.98 is
accumulating for hen. This is at the
rate of $114 a minute. Him fortune
CITY It.EQUIltlei MORE MONEY.
accumulates at the rate of $1.9%1 every GRAND JURY STILL SITTING.
time the clock ticks.

Paris, Dec. 13.-The clergy of
George W. Waiters, representaJust now the indications are thst
Seven hundred and fifty drillers is
Park issued special appeals last night
tive of the central Labor Union to the
the city tax rate will go to $1.85, the
the line fixed by the jury this mornto their parishoners to be present at
Kentucky Child Labor association.
linilt elicited by the law, an Increase
ing in the case against henry Arens,
which convened yesterday at Louiseleirehes today at the fine mass celof 2e cents on the $1011. but probably
proprietor of the l'adueah CommieAuT()NoNlv r()It Tit ‘Ns%.l.‘1,
ville, returned this morning
ebrated outside the pale of the law.
before the next general council has
skin company. The case began yesterLondon. Dec. 13.:--1- he govThese services were not to be broken EMERGING FROM ('HAOS
been long in existence, someone will WILL BE BURIED AT HoPKINSOF Waiters la appointed one of the comday but the evidence was not conernment hum deckled to grant
mittee of fley to represent his disup, but policemen were in attendance
Institute efforts to whittle it down, as
SCAFFOLDING AND DEBRIS.
VILLE TOMORRIOV.
cluded until this morning. The jury
immetihtte autommiy to the
to note Infractions of law and tit,
trict. Mr. Walters and lion. Louis
a grand stand play.
reported- at 11 o'clock, after being out
Transvaal and has declared full
P. Head are in charge of the work
officiating priests or their assistants
To the credit of the administration,
but a short time.
confidence that untler free
of organisation in western Kentucky.
before the neereet justice of peace
however, it can be said that Mayor
Henry Arens and George Gilbert
tatiuns tile penis. of .the peaple
Further than listening to speeches
The chief danger of disorders In \kid] of First Floor Assuming Shape
Yeiser is not now contemplating urg- It Its lielie%ed He knew of Winfrt7'a
sere formerly associated together unby persona well acquainted with the
Park was believed to Ile in the
will he lwrinaliently becurc•d.
Engagement and Was Lying in
in Which it
VIM lk•
ing drastic economic measures on
der the firm name of Paducah (Vine
subject of child labor, and (omelet
ble invasion of churches by rowdies
Wait for Him.
Appreciated.
the general council,
considering
ruls.siun company which is alleged to
and free el:linkers. Reser/ e of genleg the permanent organization, nothrather what best can be gotten totdo a commission business strictly.
ing was done. There will be a called
dermes were stationed at various
the money that should be spent. AlThe grand Jury indicted the two for
meeting moon for the purpose of formpoints throughout the city to guard
though he is not telling what his mesThe body of Owen Clark, who was running a "disorderly house," this
Order eradually is coming out of ulating tentative plans of campaign.
against trouble of tbis sort.
sage will contain, the mayor intimates
being the only way they could get the
the chaos of renovation in the Pal- The association will hare some legReligious
that the document wilt have more to killed by Albert Winfrey Tuesday
night on the term of Mrs. Allie Schaf- firm into court. Gilbert withdrew and
France is again on the eve of a mer House. The Illinois Central islative suggestions to offer the next
do
with
the
economic
expenditure of
CRITICALLY ILL .1T Ills HOME
was not before the court, Areuz ancrisis, and the application of the ticket office, the dining room and general assembly, and an effort will
funds, than with the crippling of rev- fer, his mother-in-law, on the Cairo
ON JEFFERSON STREET.
swering the charge alone.
pike,
will
be
taken
to
Hopkineville
reparation law may invite an inter- cafe, the lobby and upstairs interior be made to strengthen the organizaenues.
He will ask for a new trial
necine streggle more terrorizing than work, are assuming an orderly ap- tion numercially and in
influence.
The equalization of real estate this afternoon for burial. Thomas
The jury %tech returned the verthe
before
session.
next
the conenune. The vatican has made pearance
The Terrozo floors have
taxes to be made in January by the Clark, a brother, arrived last night
dict was composed of S. A. Harkey,
and took charge
One of the laws suggested prohib- Well liween
its decision and the hierarchy, clergy been completed In the lobby
and
.%diorate board of tax book auperrtsore probYesterday afternoon 'following an J. H. Derrington, A. D. King. J E.
and Oathiolles of France will refuse the fresco artists started •o decorate its absolutely the employnsent of a
and Itecently Candidate for
ably wet have much to de with the
Brockman, A. Dumaine, F. P. Simpto form cultural associations in order that part of the hotel this morning. child under 14 years of age, and all
rate. The real estate assessment examination of the body by County
t'ongress,
son, L. Reber, Ira Burnley, A. L.
Physician
Edwin
L.
Young,
body
the
4o retain their churches and all the The American dining room is nearing minors who cannot read and write
now Is approximately 96.969,ee7. It
Robertson, M. Schwab. G. W. Webb
property used by the church, which ompletion, the hardwood floor being Under the law it will be compelaori
is confidently asserted in some quar- was removed from the Schaeffer farm
and dam L. Beadies,
for
the
child
to demonstrate to the
under the laws of France belong to the principal item
ters that the assessment next year to the Hook farm three miles distant,
yet unfinished.
Vommunwealthe Attorney John G.
the government and morally belong This room will be handsome. The county judge his ability to read and
Dr. J. D. Smith, late Prohibition will be nearer $9.teeteese than $7,- where Clark resided. It was prepared
for burial by Undertakers ROth & Lovett and County Attorney
Alben
write.
oath
Also
must
be
subset-lewd
to the ehureb,
candidate
for
congress
00.0.0410,
district,
in
and
thee
ponsiley
-oiling is supported by magnificently
well on toward
Barkley who prosecuted the defendfly refusing to make the required proportioned marble columns. The each year that the child attended and one of the most sincere and in- $10.0414,0-01)
11'ith a rate of $1.8.5 Hubey and held pending arrival of a
brother, Originally it was intended ant, were pleased saying it was the
school three months of the preceding fluential temperance., advocates In this increased assessment
declarations under the public: meet- windows are stained
would
glees and a
year.
ing taw of 1881, pubes Catholic wor large skylight also is In
western Kentucky, Istritie.ally III at provide an additional $37,0e0 rev- to take the body at noon yesterday. "first mod fine we have got this
that glen.
The brother and the widow will ac- term "
This sort of law wherever tried has his home. 9.02 Jefferson street,. Dr. enue.
ship except by schismatic organiza- The wainscoting
Is
marble.
The
Petit Jury Discharged,
emnpany the body to
proven more efficacious than the wim- Smith is 7s years old and hisel.hinde
Hopkineville
tions today becomes illegal and no fresco artists
In
addition
a
deficit
to
of
approxihave decorated
the
The December criminal term of
age restriction In preventing the eon is dye to complications and In- mately 920.000, the enlarged area of and the burial will be tomorrow
one can tell whet the ultimate dispople
walls beautifully in gold and tints.
circuit court practically mime to a
employment of children Of tender firmities incident to his ad
sition of the church property will be.
cod paved streets requires more annual morning.
The elevator will open both into the
when Circuit
This afternoon Mrs. Owen Clark clove this morning
years in factories, while the last Pro- age. His children, of whom t
France gave the interest on the
expense, the park hoard needs funds,
dining room and lobby.
vision will ineure the child's attend- living, have been called to his bed- the new cemetery must be improved appeared before the grand jury to Judge Red dismissed the emit jury.
9800,0.00.0410 church property eonfisThe European cafe differs from
Yesterday all jurors except those sitsure at school at least three months skit.. Dr. Smith Was lectured
ented to support the ministers of the
in and the policy of improving more testify as to the killing of her husthe dining room only in color scheme
each year.
church. The interest has been cut
nearly every town and city In this streets each year will not be allowed band by Albert Winfrey and was in ting in the Arena caws were dischargThe wainscoting is another color and
E. A. Quarles, secretary of the section, and his figure is a familiar to wane. The eit's expenees are the jury room at 2 o'clock. It was ed. Judge Reed has rushed business
off without payment of the principal
the walls will be mirrors in hard- Louisville Employment association,
by the (separation law, which means
is one to all Pedueahans.
constantly increasine and tee extra feared she might not be able to re- and disposed of cases quickly. He
wood frames. On the rear wall are a member of
the aasociatton.
repudiation of agreement carried out
turn in time tomorrow from
Hop- will not dismiss the grand jury until
Money will be needed.
It has completed some of its delayed
orbs church and Mate for years. rustic scenes.
beaSaima OrininsOnivealds's Attorney
Now ems state withdraws its privileges
Wtnfele
see
night
a
ie
quiet
to
the
ROAD TO ZION T(X) HARD.
UPHELD.
and still retains control of
county jail. He was examinee yes- John G. Lovett and County Attorney
the HUGHES IS WHITE HOUSE GUEST
itreh prep pert y.
by a physician who may testify Al ben Barkley have had lit be time to
terday
Little Henderson County Town ForcRight to Combine and Strike for
Governor-Elect of New York Meets
.Mtete l.in.Chierches.
as to his bruises. It is said that Clark spend with the jury and many Indicted to Give Up Ghost.
Welfare,
Own
written.
President and Cabinet.
The churches and other ecclesiaswas Informed of Winfrey's engage- ments have not yet been
BY EIGHT HOUR ol(IsFet EN.
-tical bulidings are now said to bement with his wife, end .was waiting The jury will probably be ipecmitted
Madison, Wis., Dec. 13.-"Tbe
Henderson, Ky., Dec. 13.- The
Ffilt(7E1) BY ritEsiDENT.
Walihington, Dec. 13.--Charies E.
long to the state. The people resprefor Vienfrey to come, The i indi- to sit Into next week.
right to strike for any cause Is clear
The December term of circuit court
eentatives are to hire the churches, Hughes, governor-elect of New York, litee town of Zit" Henderson councated in the suddenness with which
and fully sustained by the authority.
for terms not exceeding ten year*. is at the white house today. He was ty, after an honorable existence of
Clark entered the room after Win- resulted in few convictions, and only
Even a conspiracy to strike, followeight prisoners will be taken to Edfor religious purposes or for anything the guest of the president at dinner 16 years, has found municipal life
frey went in.
Men Formerly Worked Overtime 1111141 ed by legal damage, is not unlawful
agienst the state laws he is to be and will remain at the white house too strenuous and decided to give up
Today Winfrey employed Attor- dyville.
Mad,' Double the Wages
if formed to better labor conditions." neys
The following were convicted:
fined and Imprisoned. The state may until tomorrow morning. There wie the ghost. As the first step in corHal S. Corbett and Eugene
They Now Receive.
This is an extract from the decision
sell the churches whenever any lease be much speculation as to the visit porate suicide a petition was filed
Graves to defend him in event of an Rudy Ingram, colored, for obtaining
of Judge A. I.. Sanborn, of the
groceries
by
false
pretenees,
la within three years of expiration. of the governor-elect to the presi- with Circuit Clerk Moseley TuesdaY
indictment.
United States district court, which
one year; John lehell, (or home steelNo religious proeession or ochre- dent, but It Is not likely to be grati- afternoon, asking that the sixth clam
ing 3 years; William Butler, colored,
was handed down today in the case
by
rnrony may .he held outside tte church. fied by any statement as to either the charter granted the little town
IN(TWASE FOR JOHNSON.
Panama, Dec. 13.-As the result
for maliciously striking Abe Keeps.
Allis-Chalmers company
of
the
Theecity or county couccel will ar- reasons that caused it or the results the 1890 general assembly, be dishis
recent visit to the canal Presof
one year; Arthur Breedlove, colored,
against the Iron Molders' union, of
solved. The petition Is replete with
range as to funerals and will allow emanating from
it.
Mr. Hughes
ident Roosevelt instructed the comAnterictut Is.ague President's Salary obtaining money by take pretenses,
Milwaukee. It is probably one of the
or forbid the churehbelle to ring at came to the capitol on the invitation coincidences. In the first place the
mission that under no circumstances
Jumps to $113,000.
one year; Paschal Gray. colored,
first opinions wherein a conspiracy
any time and several other similar of the president. Besides these two list of petitioners, constituting a maare American citizens to be required
grand larceny, two years; Will Mcbe
might
sanctioned
restrictions.
jority
of
as
the
lawful.
voters
among
221
Inthere were at the dinner last night
to work more than eight hours in
Chicago, lee. 13
At the meeting Murray, colored, obtaining money by
Ites for the shore restrictions and Secretary of War Taft, Postmaster- habitants, is significantly headed by
zone. The law went into effect Deof the American Brusetiall League to- false pretenees, one year; Albert
the attempt to compel the meets to Genera) Cortelyou,
the village undertaker. T. H. JenBAD SPILL.
Secretary Loeb.
cember 1, and proved anything tee
day the salary of
President lean Rogers, obtaining money by false
agree to form cultural associations Speaker
nings.
Then,
as
exemplification
if
In
Cannon, Representative Sesatisfactory to the men who work by
Johnson was Increased from Wesel pretensee, one year; Florence Greer,
that the pope advises the abandon- reno
of
the
proverb
"The
Eleven
that
to
road
Riders
and
Fall
Hollister
11
E. Payne of New
York and
'he hour. Formerly boilermakers.
to $15.000 a year.. The schedule colored, robbery, four years
ment of the chisrehes which
will Messrs.
In Jun.41
Sherman Lothienslager and Zion is hard," the petition meth that machinists and
blacksmiths, who
next year will remain the same as
mean, according to the law, that they
McKinley of the congressional cam- the roads In Zion are awful, and were employes at 65 cents the hour
last year. Charles W. Sommers, of
will be prosecuted for attempting to
A(0114):: LIKE AN ALARM CLOVIS,
there
Is
not
money
or
taxable
Dec.
-The
York,
propNew
13.
six
days'
paign committee. Secretary
Root,
worked ov,etime at double pay or
the Cleveland club, was re-elected
hold services °testicle of the state
who was compelled to attend a din- srty to repair them. No one can be pay and a half and made from $225 bicycle race halted nearly two hours vice prevident. President Johnson's
buildings. Another phase of the matner of those connected with the Car- persuaded to act as trustee: no form to $300 the month. Now the best today as the,result of a spill of eleven term of officio does not expire until Made By "Short," Who Awaken. Her
ter Is still to be &trimmed in the
of the thirteen riders which occurred
Master.
negie institution dropped in late In of government exists, or ever has ex- they can do is $135.
Previous to the meeting the
1910
French chamber.
eted, and the Inhabitants state that
in a wild sprint. Hollister was severethe evening
directors
and
met
awarded
the
1906
It veil refer to the recognition of
there
no reason to believe that
"Short" is the name of Paducah'
ly here He lay on a cot unconscious
penant to Chicago.
Information Concerning Seizure.
associations formed already in a num
more than two hours. Other riders
they will ever be able to sustain a
educated cat and she is self-taught.
CONIMITS HAIL( ft %Rl..
her of earlobes by peleste who'hem,
Washington. 11 47. Dec. 13 -The are only slightly bruised. Hollister
municipal government.
Short's stunt is "making a noise like
had trouble with their superiors, and
senate today
adopted a resolution was at first thought to be fatally inPaducahan Is Suicide.
an alarm clock," and she never varies
will seek this Method of emancipa- Actor Throws Himself on Knife in
calling on the president to furnish jured, but his trainer thinks he may
Omaha, Nee., Dec. 13.-Michael five mimes*.
JUST Two mows.
tion frometlie church's discipline. It
information and all correspondence be able to continue. Twelve of the Topatl, a merchant tailor or this city,
New York Sateen.
Short Is the mascot of J. Wee
--Is thought' that the government will
relative to the seizure by the Mexi- teams are Mil !tied.
formerly of Paducah, Ky... drank two Troutman's barber shop, 107 South
Robertson
Dr.
Carried
Away
by
Force
not recognize thee ministers etc
can government of the fishing sehoon
ounces of carbolic acid late last night Third street. J. B. M. Faulkner, foreNew York, Dec. 13.-Rankin Duof Suing,
are not in good bleeding in the val, a member of Belasco's
mei was found In great agony by his man of the shop, rooms upstairs. feeCr seas Stearns.
Reichstag Bitssoived.
Theatre
church.
al company, attempted harikari in
Berlin Dec. 13.-- By the terms of MO* BOO soon afterward. He died cry morning at 6 o'clock Short leaves
Dr Jeff Robertson and flute Melsaloon today. Uneuttoniag his overan imperial decree the German retch- early this morning, the efforts of four her Ised near the stove downstairs,
'en, a colored hostler employed In
MISS GIBSON BETTER.
oate, Duval took a 12-incb knife
stag was dissolved today. The disso- physicians failing to save his life. mounts the males, and awakens the
James Glauber's livery stable at
from the lunch counter and placing
lution is the result of growing trou- Topatl lived alone with his little son, sleeping foreman. His door Is locked
Third and Washington streets, had a
other members of his family re- and if she does not bear him /Air and
Dr. Ram Has Hopes That She Will the
point against his abdomen
bles between the kaiser and the leg- the
lively fight et le o'clock this morning
Des Moines. He was fifty rise, she raises her voice to bac.k
Recover.
threw himself to the floor.
Th• near Fourt hand
islative body, following the rejection siding In
Broadway.
years of age.
fence pitch and scratches on
knife pierced his vitals. The knife
the
estimates
emperor
on
the
of
of
the
The negro drove Dr. Robertson's
dour.
Miss Leonora Gibson, who aceiden- was withdrawn and Duval hurried to
the cost of maintaining the German
hor-e from the stable to fie office but
The nran is not known here.
ta.ly abet herself Saturday night, is ihe hospital.
force in southwestern Africa. The
failed to hitch it. In some way
slowly Improving, and City PhysiTEXANS START A SA YKR8 BOOM.
kaisses
estirefused
the
reichstag
the outfit got tangled with other Iff•cian J. W. Bass believes he will reIn Hands of Receiver.
FRIENDS DESERT HER.
mates, and the chancellor read the
reproved
)Icles and Dr. Robertson
cover. Her condition the night she
Wooster, 0., Dee. 13 -The busi- Former Governor May Oppose Bailey
--decree dissolving the body.
the negro who. It is said, swore et
shot herself was considered hope- Slayer of Senator Brown in State of Dr. Robertson and Instantly the phyfor Seat in Pfeasete:
ness and plant of the Wooster Gas &
lees.
Light tompany went into the hands
Nervous Collapse.
sician made for him
Selling Pair of Socks.
Austin. Tex., Dec. 13. -.The nem,
One blow was delivered in the neAttorney John K. Hendrick, of of a receiver today. The troehle is
of former Governor Joseph P. Sayers
Filling Tenth Street.
Waehington, Dec. 13 -enable to gro's face and it brought blood to
the firm of Hendrick, killer & Mar- said to he factional fight between
is being prominently mentioned for
The preliminary work of extend- bear up under the announcement of his nose. Dr Robertson struck amen
stockholders.
ble, has been employed -by the Retail
the United States senate to succeed
ing Tenth street from Broadway to the death of former Senator Brown. but the negro dodged and the medico
Clerks' unioh to prosecute a warKentucky avenue began this morning of Utah, Mrs. Annie Bradley, his as- made a leap into the air landing on
J W. Bailey, in fact, It la said a boom
Oxford Wine Football Contest,
rant in police court against
B.
when John !semen, who is hauling melant, is In a state of total collates. all four. in the steel Then fends If we get a dime for each subLondon, Dee. 12.-Oxford, In the has been started by his friends here to
\Verne & Sons for selling goods on
dirt by contract from the sywer ex- today. The woman practically is alone nterfered.
fcriber to Tur. SUN we shall Sunday. He will be out of the city annual Rugby football match at this place his name before the state legiscavations, began filling in the hollows having been deserted by her foram
in opposition to Bailey. It has.
have a total sum-$400-Use Friday when the case is set for trial, Queen's elue today, defeated ()am lature
not been disclosed whetter or not Oov
with dirt taken from exearatems on friends.
REAL ESTATE CO.
this coupon and send something and by agreement it will go over un- bridge by 12 to 8.
Kentucky avenue. The dirt will cost
ernor Sayers will allow hi-. rrt trio o be
til Monday. Mr. James Weille stated
used.
the city nothing.
now.
that the offense his firm is charged 1 ..................seseseeseeessessese.weseseesees
•
Elected Officers at Annual Meeting
with
is the sale of a pair of socks.
Last Night.
(Mice
(limed;
Broken Missing.
Boston's Clotting Hour.
The Evenine Stan,
Minneapolis, Dec. 13.- The Cur
Boston, Dec. 13--- The vote In
There is only one kind of
Paducah,
Ky.
_
A board of directors of the Padumines Commission company fai
Will Rail Over Lake Eric.
Boston yesterday on the liquor quesnewspaper circulation statement
WEATHER- Threatening with
cah Real Estate Investment company
to open its offices for business this
Toledo, O., Dec. In.-A. Roy K nab
I inclose a contribution for
tion was: Yes, 43,280: no, 18,540.
that is worth any consideration
rain tonight and F'eltilay, Colder
was elected last night as follows: %V
morning. The secretary of the chamThe majority for license,
24,740.1
the Christmas tree for the benefit enehne has proposed that he will sae
and that is thr daily detailed
by Friday night. The highest
M. 'Reed, James Weille. F. M. Mcover Lake eerie In a balionn with 0
ber of commerce, of which Cummings
Last year's vote: Yes, 55,045; no,
Matement. The Sun is the only
temperature reached yesterday
poor
of
thd
children
Paducah
of
GlittherY, W. P. Hummel and E. W.
Chanute, a consulting engineer of Chl
was a member, received • telegram
Paducah paper printing such a
IL 432.
was 57 and the lowest today was
Whetemorp, Whittemore wee recame
He will leave Toledo in two
i from Cummings, saying, "Please anstatement,
Twelve o'clock law: Yes. 39.417:
47.
elected president. The remaining offiweeks and hopes to land ,oniewhern
flounce my suspension." The compano. 21,293. Majority for new law,
cers will be elected at the next reguIn the vicinity of Amhers!herg.
ny did an immenee business. Cum18,124.
kir session of the board.
Canada.
mings cannot be located.

PALMER HOUSE

MT.

DR. J. D. SMITH

PAY eft

SEND A MITE
...TO...

THE SUN
...For the...

Christmas Tree
For the Poor

CLARK'S BODY

I mums I Viria.

V. DECEMBER 13.
""1111lEMIEEIE6alik-lidi...liaktECESAIENEMEmblebiallippuh
lsollir

THE KENTUCKY
BOTH PHONES 548

Friday Night,Dec.14

BOY WANTS DOLLS
WRITES TO SANTA
Letter Hidden in Book

It

turned To Library

Cliarlets Dillingham Will Present

i
[RANK DANIELS la the trusical

titarce

Owen
e'-a
Hail and
Liza Lch Mil I

Sergeant Brue

Wagon and Horse, Toy Pieria and
GanbelS in Lira He Submits; to
Good Saint.

3IA NA: II(X)liel

EX.Pkallt.It

This will probably be the happiest Christmas America
has ever seen. You undoubtedly have shared in the
general prosperity. Then why not make this the
happiest Ch:istmas of your life? We can help .you.
Our store was never so full of Christmas good things.
We have surprised even ourselves by their abundance and attractiveness. Let
us show you how to make your gift money go farthest. Come in and make
your selection early, have it put aside, and delivery is guaranteed as desired.
Here are some of the things we are offering "special" to induce early buying.

A Yet. London. 6 Months in New York.
A Month Each in Boston, Philadelphia and Chicago.

In one of the books returned to the
public library the other day a sealed
enveleree addressed, "Santa Claus,
City," was found. When the envelope
was opened it contained a letter is:.
ten to Santa Claus in a round
"I Was Born on Friday," "Old Man Shea," "Let
hand, and from a boy. He was
Me Sing," "Destrie," "Saturdav Afternoon," "A Cup of Tea,"
lust a wee bit of a boy but he had a
"Nora, My IrisL Rose," "Put Me iu My Little Cell."
great big sincere heart, more NO that
the most mature adult. After a dePrices 25, 35, 50, 75, $1 au $1,50 Seats es Sale Thirstily 91. a.
tailed list of presents he desired bed
been given, he closed that part of the
letter with :this startling—startling
611111111!
for a boy—request. "And: bring me
a big doll. If I ant a boy. I like dolls.
I think they are pretty." The whole
c.---..-"Ae..1.14.2esiermecioomproceirree letter
read:
"Dear Santa Claus—I rim a lath
NIAHle TWAIN STORY.
boy six years old and I want to 0
ROTH PHONIES eeit.
—
esAistsereafterbratairEentnealigalfeasalerealiseng you what I want for Xmas. I att.
a wagon and horse, paper cap Wee
and a lot of paper cape and ft,
New York, Dec. 7. --The North
games; story book and a big
Aneeries.n Review of today contains
I am a boy I like dolls. 1
tho funniest story that Mark Twain the pretty. He sure to b:
has yet put. into his "autobiography." to me. I will go to bed early it!
IL happened *ISM Cleveland a as fires- shut my eyes tight and go to glee:
:West and Mr. Olemene was invited to quick as I can. I twill close 11:
an authors' reception at the White you bring them. So, by. by.The library will have something
House. Now Mr. Clemens, according
0. his own story. Is always and irre a Christmas itself, as 541 new brie
of the beet fiction for grown aerie::
tea . mutely herIless..and so. as a reand ehildeen will arrive just ber.,
minder. his wife put in his pooket
that day. Miss Mamie Bentham, •
when he left Hartford •little warning I.brarian,
will return the first of re •
which he was to read at the time of week from Yazoo City, Miss., wh.
dressing. To continue in Mr. Crean- she bee been for her health. It e
ens
'
01V11 words:
desired to have another ehlideei
"Wben we reached the White entertainment Christmas, but le:
House and I was 'shaking hands with sure of work will prevent a repetiti.
the preselect, he started to say some- of that enjoyable feature given
Miss Bagby Thanksgiving.
thing, but I interrupted him and said:
.your
exceltienc
will
y
excuses
me
I
6—BIG VAULAVILLE ACTS-6
Will Investigate N. Y. Central.
will come back In a moment. but now
Washington. Dec. 13 --The interI traveet very important matter to at- state commerce
commission has detend to and it must be attended to at cided to investigate
the combinate
one*.
of railroads which now bears the e•
"I turned to Mrs. Cleveland. the falai name of New York
Cent:
youug, the beautiful, the fatieinating. Lines and which is controlled by
Entire Production Carried and gave her in)- card, on the back of Vanderbilt interests and possibly 1:
orbleh I had written 'He didn't' and so the combination represented
taked her to sign her name below the Atlantic Coast Line. This de
l'ricee Wee, ent, 30e and 7.1c.
mat
those words. She said: 'He didn't! min was reached recently during
.:Ireaday 0 a. in,
conference of the commission wie
He didn't what!'
the subject of illegal ownership
"Oh,' I said, 'never mind: we cancompeting :Ines of road was diseu
not stop to dieresis that now. This
eat exhaustively.
ls urgent. Won't you please sign
pour name,' I handed her a fountain
Paynter at Capital.
pen. 'Why,' she said. 'I cannot cornWashington, II. C., DPI'. 13—Sena: t myself in that way. Who is it tor-elect Thomas H. Poynter, screw
:it didn't--and what is It that he panted by General Percy leafy, rear:,
In't"Oh,' I said, 'time Is flying. ed Washington last nit. They
ee-:
.ing, flying; won't you take nie out pert to remain at tte natiOnse
capitol
.112 —114 —116—N. FCILIRTIll
• my distrees and sign your name to for several dept. Senator-elect PanIPAIJIJCA11,
.KY.
-'! It's all right - I give you rnY word ter is not • stranger in Washitrgt
os,
all right.' She looked nonplussed. as be served several terms .n the {OW.r hesitatingly and
met:hanically er house of congress is number
of nut the slightest feeling of antage:
e took the pen and said: a will sign years ago
leen for congrete. These records will
I will take the risk. But y-ou must
be an iiiistimable hear to the up- I me all about It right afterward
INTEREST OF PKOPLE.
'right inaependent congressman. As
that you can :be arrested before
to the dishonest congressman—and
DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
ei get out of the house in cage there A Bureau
to lie Established to As.
Ii eicSari. 5055.15. 2s4 Emu 0,1,1;1
It is with regretethat we employ the
41
a. wItSch oohs few AO awn.
,rellel be anything crIminai about
sist Good Leas.
iIIPASID ONLY AT TNN LASORATORY
Off
term—the records will probably hurt
a a aiwirr as COMPANY, cmce.oci.
The Peoples Lobby, whir h has !him."Then she signed: and I handed
•",
W r4 1A111Wil
been organized to operate at Wash-:r Mrs. Clemens' note, which was
ington
to
(latest
further the passage of
moo rued New Year Holel j
ery lielef. very simple and to the
good laws in-the interest of the
Rates.
Make Fine Xmas Gifts
:tint. It said: 'Don't wear your arf.t
The Minot. Central It. R. Co. we.
cs in the White House.' it :Marcia her whole people. has been definitely dePITY THE SAILOIt.
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al
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pertheir
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out and at my request she sumfor our exclusive assortment
etered a messenger and we sent that sonnel and plane, and is ready to be- and to all points sourh of the Obi° -IKee.e/orit4P.K./.1.-.Kb.le`.1.1+Ntele.siosf.*1.1.144
the elbstantial kind, whose comained
Operations with the convening of and Potomac rivers, and east of the
beauty and usefulness appeal to recard at once to the mall on its way to gin
fined tastes and make enduring
eongresa.
Writing of the movement MississippiMississippiriver, also to various
"I hope the hill will pass withote
Mrs. Clemens in Hartford "
remembrances. Among tloqn are
In Success Magazine, which has been points in the wet, northwest and any deleterious amendments. I .1:
beautiful ornamented Lomba. brnshes
furthering the project, Samuel Mer southweat
Rate one and one-third seem to be extraordinarily interests:,
whoss bristles moot pull out, dainty
David Hum."‘ Bequest.
fare plus 25 cents. Dates of stile De- in a whole lot
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hand mirroreeand manicure ankles,
win says:
A jocular hequest of David
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for
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nothing to do with. It is a
Home, was cure
That Anyone Would Appreciate
extraordinary variety of delightful fat s
ons. Home liked: claret aged disliked sort of secrecy. in the work of the and 31, 1906 and January 1st, 1907, parr-arnry generous, liberal nature
powders, creams, lotions and toilet
lamps,luxurious shaving accessories.
Port, railing it poison, and the two bureau. It Is based on the belief that final limit 7th. 1907. For further I can't
I feel the same sort
etc.—mere suggestions.of the prof ti
rocket Knives
friends had many alseuesions on the there is no reason why any detail of particulars apply to
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n who arrived
Shot Guns
Agent, 510 Broadway.
pules as to which of them took the lic should be kept. 'hidden. It asat home at 2 o'clock Th the morning
Silver Table Spoons
Ammunition
R. M. PRATHEFL
proper way of spelling their common sumes that evasion of the light is an
from the club and was feeling so
Silver Tea Spoons
riWerA
Blank Cartridges
A., Paton Depot.
family name. The philosopher, about unhealthy symptom. And, animated
Perfectly satisfied with life, so hapSafety Razors
Hunting Coats
a fortnight before his death, wrote by this spirit. It cin do no less than
-Pe, and so coinfortable, and there
11 DRUG STORE
The Yazoo Mississippi Valley
Nut Cracks and Picks
with his own hand the foEowing cod- keep all its own records open, al:
Gun Cases
his house weaving, weaving.
49r-m 4r3c BROADWAY. icil to his will: "I have to ray friend, the time, to any magarme, any news- Is the title of a new pamphlet was
Coal Vases
,
Legging
now ready for distribution and pub- weaving around. He watched his
Mr. John Home, of Kilduff, ten dozen paper, any citizen, or body of cltb
Carriage Heaters
Air Rifles
.••••-so,••••••W•Ww•/•••••••-v-v-soWNAS•Men
lished by the Illinois Central Rail- chance, and by and by when the steps
of nit old claret at his choke and one zeng.
Carving Sets
got fit his neighborhood he made a
road company.
Razor Strops
"These records will be made up of
single bottle of that liquor called port.
It describes in detail the resources jump and climbed up and got on the
I also leave him six doyen of port, facts, not of opinions. In so far as
and possibilities of the richest valley portico.
Provided that he attests under his they will go to fix the full personal
"And the house went on weaving
in the United States. For a free copy
hand, signed John Hume. that he responsibility of senators and repreand weaving, but he watched the
Mansame Oninhed that bottle at two rat- sentatives for the work of congress address, the undersigned at
door, and when it came around his
218 Broadway
chester. Iowa,
J. F. MERRY,
tines By that concession he will at and Its committees, the reports will
way he plunged through it. He got
General
Immigration Agent.
once terminate the only two differ- be based wholly on their public acts.
to the stairs, and when he went up
ences that ever arose between us The People's Lobby is not Intereste
d
Woman is the one problem that on all fours the house was so unconcerning temporal mattero."—New in personal or political gostip.
I
But science can never solve.
steady that he could' hardly make his
York Tribune
every state and district has a right
way, but at last he got to the top
to scrutinize the work of its represammonamommosammmis and raised hig foot and put it on the
Ilioadoeter• and N•usalsi. reran Cold sentatives; in congress, as
nap an emtop step. But only the toe hitched
LAXATIVE RROAIO Quinine the world wide
and
ployer to scrutinize the work of his
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3: allas
The Prices Below Will Be on the step, and he rolled down and
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Cold mod (;rip remedy reMores cease
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tY vigCall for
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and
banish "pains
loll name. Look for signature it. W. Grove. 21v employes
There Is nothing in the
of menstruattior." They are "LLFE
SAVC'EtS" o stria
womanhood, aiding development
Made Until Dec. 31, 1906 fetched tip on the bottom step, with
slightest degree personal about this
of
organs
and
body. Nhis arm around the newel post, and
known remedy for women equals
—Oranges, 20c to 40e e dozen, No honest man can object
them. Cannot do2learm-11...
to a recbecomes a pleasure. $1.00 PER
Gold Shell Crown, 22k_.. $3.50
he
said:
'God
pity
the
poor
sailors
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by druggist*, '')R MOTT'S
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Bridge work and all grades of
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Broadway.
vance that "fly play iebound to fall.
every question that has arisen durnot been properly acted."
plate work guaranteed. Painless
A Playwright's Anxiety.
At
such-tim
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I often wish I had the:
ing his term of office, all brought toextraction ;if teeth.
Augustus Thomas, the well-known self-confidenenlht
—Before 'you
buy
mixed nuts, gether in concise form and stated
it possessed Charles
In
Fourth and Jefferson
Patience—Her engagement wilr
raisins Or candles elsewhere, gee Jim uncomprof
DR. KING BROOKS playwrIpt, was talking about first Read*. He, after he had dramatized catige
itisingly simple terms It
a whole lot of talk.;lights
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Viabolese. ;44 siiseedesasileat 1111901d be seen,
the
heart-ren
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anxiety
T
his novel of 'Never Too Late to
from this; that the
Patrice
Sixth
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rericl
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Big Popular Cast =Peerless Production
HEAR:

Cin Kentucky
10=NIGIIi

Look Over This List and See the Very
Article You Were Wanting

The Startling
Sensation

THE
MOONSHINER'S
DAUGHTM

N lorr is Chairs,
Davenports,
Music Cabinets,
Ladies' Desks,
Parlor Cabinets,
China Cabinets,
Leather Rockers,
Box Couches,
Bed Couches,
Parlor Suits,
Rope Portiers,
Tap. Portiers,
Imported Rugs,
Buck's Range,
Cheval Mirrors,
Shaving Cabinets
Roman Chairs,
Comb. Desks,
Library Tables,
Sectional Book Case.

Startling Climaxes
Coon Comedy

•

:And thousands of odd articles in Chinaware. Come and let us help in your
"Christmas Troubles." Remember your credit is good.

sr •

DYSPEPSIA Cillit-

ft

Toilet
Accessories

I

W

I

Winter Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets,
Team Harness,
Buggy Harness,
Harness
Repaired,
washed and oiled

_ _
HANK BROS.

HANK BROS.

I

=Liu' PENNYROYAL PILLS

Paducah
Saddlery Co.

•

'
•

PAOE TICRivr.

Are These on
Your List?

PADI:C.SH EVENING SUN

Giftsfor
Everyone

eAVX

r ivrftsnAY, Wrisineerii it

Make Purchases Now

Elegant Christmas Neckwear, boxed separately,
25c to $5.00.
Men's Gloves, $1 to $2.50.
Scarf Pins, 50c to $3.50.
Initial pandkerchiefs, 15c
to $1.00.
Smoking Jackets, $5 to $15
Imported Jewelry Noveltiee 50c, to $5.00.
Boys' Sweaters,50c to $2.50
Shirts, $1 to $3.50
Mufflers, 50c to $10
Boys' Winter Caps, 25c to
$1.50
Traveling Bags, $1.50 to
$25.00
Cuff Buttons, 50c to $5.00
Young's Silk Opera Ilat,
$7.00
Nettleton Shoes, $6 and $7
Bath Robes, $2.50 to $10
Slippers, 75c to $2.50

Make Useful Christmas
Presents This Year
IVE him something which will be of real, permanent value this year---a suit, an overcoat, a hat, a pair of shoes, a fancy vest---so
much more sensible than a box of cigars,
smoked up in a week or so. If not 'any of these,
then some kind of fashionable finery---men of good
taste always appreciate such things, and never before have we made so lavish a display of Christmas
goods. Your gift may be as plain or as elegant asyour purse permits,for we are prepared for all sorts
of demands. If you can't make up your mind
what to give, just put your worries up to us; we
promise to help. But you musn't fotget that only a
few more days intervene till Christmas. Start tomorrow with your shopping and avoid the rush.

Are These on
rout List?
Silk Suspenders, in dainty
gift boxes, 50c to $5
Young's, Hawes, Stetson
Hats, $3 to $12
Men's Winter Caps, 50c
to $3.50
McGeorge's Scotch Wool
Gloves, 50c to $1
Children's Leggings, 5Uc
to $1.50
Dressing Gowns, $5 to
'12.50
Canterberry Suit or Overcoat, $20 to $45
Men's and Ladies' Umbrellas, $1 to $15
Cardigan Jackets, $1 to $3
Boys' Suits and Ovcrcoats,
$3 to $10
Fancy Vests, $1 to $15:
Tuxedo Coats, $15 to ;NI;
Silk Hose, $1 to $5
Walking Sticks, 50c to $6
Prince Albert Coat and
Vest, $20 to $40
Men's Toilet Sets, $1.50
to $15.00
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kitchen fire and read the natty
Potters.
men sweeps the whole gamut of hufinding In the bitter almost ga e:de
man emotion. It requires an artist
information *ad keen comment, as
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
who is a tragedianms well as a comritedariorri
they were wont to glean front the
edian, and the peculiar facility of
wiseacres, who devoted their evenings
portraying persons of quality and
IN CON POIRATICLI
to exhausting the visible timber supr. M. ettotiekt, President.
distinction which is one of Mr. MansCircuit
Court.
E. J. PAXT0N, General Manager.
_
knives and
Professor Alexander Haig, M.D., Physician to The Royal
_ ply with their barlow
fleld's most notable gifts.
This morning little was done in
arnsestirriore RATES.
AT THE KENTUCKY.
spitting t the stove in -the poatollke.
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cornea
direct
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4.Itntere4 at the postoMce at Paducah.
court. The
minute book Th uretie).— •*Mooned;
ner's Daugh- from St. Louis, and
The puerttuseter general says in his showed
greatest
authorities, has proven that most diseases, especially
/Lys as second class matter.)
though he visits
bet four or five orders and
ter."
annual report that the volume ot these were unimporta
diseases of women, Menorrhagia and Dysmenorrhoea (painful and
four other entre in the south known
THE DAILY tall
nt.
carder, per •
Friday—Fronk Daniels In "Sergeant as three-night stands,
.10 first and second team mail matter hes
irregular menstruation) are plainly used by uric- acid.
The case* of R. C. Leeper against
Paducah is the
mall. per month. In advance
.40
Brue."
urge his exonly one night stand which will see
For the benefit of all ailing, weakly women,
wan, per year. In advance
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sermeeiab
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Puckett
the rural
and. E. C. Terrell
4.00
All advance notices of attractions him In America. He travels by weeplanation of common sense.
routes were 'weaned, showing that against J. W. Puckett were dismissed
THE WEEKLY BUN
7Per Year, by mall, postage
Dennis Loving filed suit against at the theater are contributions of the Cid; train of 10 cars and will live
the -patrons oppreetate the governAddress THE MIN. Paducah. Ky.
preen agents of the attractions, and while here on his private ear."
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shpuld receive only the consideration.
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genera} suggests that the carriers be
LIFE PLANT embodies the greatest
as such, they deserve.
Payne I Young, Chicago and Now
Allele Rogers was given
Many women overwork themselves,
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paid living wages for their work.
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fork representat
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worry,
and
many
in the penitentiary for obtaining
blood--in dissolving it out
THE SUN can be found at the follow- This suggestion is modest enough.
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body. •
money by false pretenses. He stole,
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- 1g places:
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Third and Tennessee etreete, and sold the title of a successful melodrama
Palmer House.
From these causes comes dims
healthy functions, relieves all backThis is unbeenables To think that it to Charles Norwood, g secontleh'and which has been meeting with great
John Wilhelm's.
The uric acid always present in tl
Joliet, Ill., Dec. 13.—A huge conache, lassitude and uervousness, and
the government should send a lot of dealer, for 65 cents. Ten of the jury favor the last five years and which
blood it deposited in little sharp grains brieresperfect health.
solidation of all the water power inillemlats down to Kentucky, to humil- signed a petition for a pardon be- will be seen at the Kentucky
tolike sand and lodge throughout the
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ingredients are teed by the world's
Imagine the pain and irritation they Its
specialists.
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rest
before
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Wonian Rears of lier Father In
Personalty appeared before me,
entertaining as well as laughable. lured.
We presume that President Albert
Casual Conteesstion:
'his, Dec. 1. 1906, E. J. Paxton, gemThe meek of Liza Lehman is entioe
Edwin Smith. of Ohio Normal UniYOU DON'Ttle•Ife TO Wale
eral manager of The Sun, who afstabile-ally spoken of for its light
Every Sow wakes you feel better. Lax-Co•
versity, who will enlarge an additional
Seattle,
Dec.
chance
13.—A
confirms that the above statement of
SI to the tuition fee of students that versation between two Alaskans, over- qualities and pleasing melodies. Man- keeps roar wbole Isaacs night. Sold es the
, nosey-beck pies everywhere Price
the circulation of The Sun for the smoke, %ill allow them credits
rem
prefor tbe heard by Mrs. C. S. Baxter in Seattle ager Charles Dillingham will
month of Nov., 1906. is true to the extra hours they devote to the newly
sent Mr. Daniels in an elaborate scea few days ago, promises to end with
"Not a truth to art or science has
recognized science.
beet of his knowledge and belief.
success the mereit which she has nic production of the piece, supportbeen giveu,
ed by a company of clever comedy
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
made for years from one part of this
But brows have ached for It, and
Mr Bryan scorns the idea that a country to another for her father, lights
Me_ commission expires January
souls toiled and striven.
powerful navy is an assurance of Thomas Cowden, who left home when
21, 1908.
peace. He says the best assurance Is Mrs. Baxter was but two years old.
Manager Roberts, of The Kentuc- And many have striven, and many
nestkinal charity and Justice. We, Spurred by the dying request of her ky, was Indignant, and justly
have failed,
so this
Daily Thought.
too, believe in the dove of peace, but mother, by implicit confidence In her morning, when he
heard of a story, And many died, slain by the truth
"Idle talk nearly always brings se- It should always be carried abroad in father, whom all had denounced to current on the street,
they assailed."
that Mansfield
* warship.
rious conseqiiences."
her save the mother, and confident had cancelled his engagement for
The Osteopathic science bas been
that she would someday find her par- Christmas evening. "I don't see bow
assailed as vigorously as ever are
And, to think
that Theodore ent, Chrattena Sinclair Cowden. now any one could conceive such a story, new truth that
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has been offered the
President ittmeevelt -has precipitat- Roosevelt whose militant aggressive- Mrs. Baxter, has never faltered in the for there is absolutely no foundation
world. but, today it is rapidly coming
for it.
Mr. Paul Wilstach, Manied another lively disruseion by his ness made us all bold our breath, is tee rch.
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Mrs Baxter has been in Beattie field's manager was here only
*Meetsl message to congress concern- awarded the Nobel peace prize.
last
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ing Porto Rico. The president very
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doctrine. The chid who
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explanati
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Beau
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to
Mansfield
the government never had any inten- bles, in hie quiet presence in your th it "Old Tom Cowden" had been a what Rip was
to Jefferson, Hamlet to gia, nervousness, malaria conditions,
tion of making the islanders citizens, room, his unobstrusivenem when hu- wanderer for years: that he was then Booth
and Camille to Sara Bern- such as the tired-out, run-down feelthat our declaration of Independence man company would bore you: a lit- in the Council mining district In Alas- hardt.
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delighting
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learned that he teas the father of the
our heads the vengeance of proviBy ell means cultivate in children
other role, of not having been playedi
dence for ignoring an aneient Demo- a love of animals, especially of handsome young woman.
Come to see me at any time. as
to It vacant seet in seven years.
cratic interpretation of the dove- "man's best friend," the dog.—New
let me tell you of Paducah peop
"The beauty and charm of the
NEGUOES DISMISSED.
Sent of our liberties. Ween citizen- York Herald.
play make it a peculiarly happy holi- .you know well who will vouch t ship for Porto Reline seemed afar off,
day entertainment, and Mr. Mans- benefits received from the treatment.
the Demoeratic press cried aloud in
Charge of Murdering Policemen to
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sympathy for the people of the colAtlanta Unsub*tantiated.
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dent has advised the congress to eonBroadway,
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M. Gray. She headed the "citizens'" James Heard during the September
not be conf4vred on the islanders.
teem, was relay elected mayor of riots in Atlanta. These negroes, MaKansas City. Kan. Dr. Gray will be rion Peters, Jim Peters, Geo. Levee
If the corporation lawyers succeed the fifth mayor of Karnes City, Kau., and Wiley -Brooks, were among about
establishing in the district court in during the past year and a half.
30 indicted for the murder of Heard,
Chicago their contention that the ElIn April, 1903, W. W. R09* was and It is likely that the charges
kins law was repealed by the Hep- elected to the office. lie was ousted against the remaining negroes will
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HOW URIC ACID CAUSES
WOMEN'S DISEASES

-7LIFE PLANT

IS WOMAN'S ALLY
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LIFE PLANT COMPANY, Canton, Ohio

H E universal desire
for diamonds is as
great as the spirit of Christmas, but t h c diamond
donor equally desires
honest value.
Purchase made here is a
diamond insurance because it is backed by good
old -fashioned honesty,
modern up-to-date artistic
taste, a keen knowledge of
diamonds, and special buying facilitit s.
Come and see our Christmas display.

•

J. L. Wolff
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Good Pancakes

we all

r

1
1
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1

I

"Let Us Make a Suggestion"

Fumy Vests in All the Popular
Fabrics.

1

Irtallipmvti,c1

Mrs. Austin's
Buckwheat Flour
Millions of these pancakes are consumed each
day.
Nothing so good. Your grocer sells the
flour. Only 10 cents a package.

1

Ladies' Reefers in Crepe de Chene, $2

The very best, with the real buckwheat flour, are made from

11

f•
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THE PADUCATI EVENING SUN.
RESENTS ROD; tiltOOTs

People anal
Pteeieass4

Half Price Sale

Rudy, Phillips
•

Co.

This is the opportunity you have
been waiting for. To close our
entire stock of Tailor Made Coat
Suits we offer

All Suits from $25 up

At Half Price
The sale continues all
this week.
Coat Suits

e s

•

Half Price Sale

Lleetit E BiLL,

New York Boy, Chafing Under Selliool Paducah Fang Are Preparing to Have
Task, Wounds Parma.
Own Games.

Coat Suits

•

MIER

11111•11111-

Hantbsorne Complimentary Card
Party.
Mrs. M. Livingston and Mrs. Harry Livingston entertained very
delightfully at cards yesterday afternoon at the Standard club rooms in
complinient to Mrs. Abe Livingston,
and Mrs. Samuel Livingston, of
Memphis, Tenn. A color motif of red
and green was carried throughout,in
the decora.ions, tallies and attractive four -course luncheon.
The drat prize was won by Miss
Viola Ullman and the second prize
by
Miss Adele Harris. Mrs. Mod*, of
Memphis
captured the visitors'
prize. The lone hand prize went to
Miss Irene Ullman, and the booby
prize to Mrs. Felsenthal, of Jackson,
Tenn. All were handsome pieces of
hand -painted china. There. were nine
tables of guests present.
Magazine Club.
The Magazine club is being entertained this afternoon by Ml's Anna
Webb at her apartments of the Smith
fiats on South Fifth street. Harper's
North American Review, At lane le
Monthly, Outlook, Hubbard's JourneYe, Literary Digest age the magazines for discussion.

New York, Dec. 13.-- Because his
father had kept him in the grammar
schools while the boy was older and
larger than others in that grade, and
whipped him when he failed in his
lessons, William Weedon, aged 16
years, today shot his parent, John
Weedon, in the face .and neck at
their home in Glendale, L. I. It is
feared that the father's wounds will
be fatal. The boy was arrested. He
told the police that his father had
compelled him to recite his lessons
at home in the mornings before going to school and, when he failed In
them, whipped him. William said he
determined to stand it no longer,
borrowed a little revolver from a
school mate, and when
his father
started to whip him today shot hint
The father ran out of the house, the
boy pursuing and firing at him. Three
bullets from the revolver penetrated
the clothing of a policeman who interfered and arrested William.
REWIRD SEEKER FINDS PRISON
Youth Who Would Emulate Heroes
of Rail Held on Serious Charge.
Indianapolis. Dec. 13.- Christopher Daus, who gives his age as IS
and his residence as 523 North Iowa
street, Chicago, is tinder arrest at
Lawrenceburg on a charge of attempted train wrecking. He flagged
a freight on the Big Four near Sunman last evening and showed the engineer four ties piled on the track.
Daus said he had seen some men put
the ties on the road and when he
tried to take them off they threatened to shoot him WhekRig Four detectives question•d
tlie youth
he
confessed that he had placed, the ties
on the track, hoping to be rewarded
for the act.

Because of the :slim chances of Padurtah to have league baseball next
season the fans are taking little leterest in the game, and from Indications baseball will likely be on the
wane this season.
In the local I. C. shops fans are
talking of making a park northwest
of the round house. The hollow has
been more than half filled with cinders and a little working will put It
in good condition.

1 HART'S GOWN
1
HIS IS

THE BIG 4FOUR

IT.

COMBINATION

as:

TO HOLD tX)LORADO RIVER.
Southern Pacific Has Plans to Offer
Western People.
Imperial, Cal., Dec. 13.-Preliminary work was begun this morning by
the Southern Pacific railroad for closing the break in the Colorado river
A meeting of all Interests in the valley have been called to assemble tomorrow morning at Imperial to meet
R. H. Ingram and other representatives of the Southern Pacific company, who will submit a proposition
to the people of the valley, asking
them to. guarantee the eompany and
the Mexican republic against damage
claims, In return for which the coin Pliny will proceed on a larger wale
than ever to control the river anti
build dykes to furnish abundant pro
teetion for all time.

pus

WAGONAND A SETOFRUNNERS
MANES ALL THESE FOUR OUTFITS.

Hart's Xmas !Line
This year is complete in useful toys like the above and Doll

Cabs, Cooking Stoves, Trunks, Chairs, Desks, Hobby Horses,
Informal l'arty.
Miss Nell Bryant of Third and
Shoo Flies, Skates, Sleds, Toy Dishes, Sewing Machines, Tool
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Monroe streets entertained a number
Palmer-W. B. Wiliam*, Mobile,
Chests, Drums, Balls, Etc.
of her friends informally at cards
Ala.: F. II. Tisdale, Union City.
lirown-ups' Sewing and Card Tables, 5 o'clock Tea Kettles,
last evehing at her home. DelightTenn.; J. J. Dufonr, New York: F
• etery.
Chafing Dishes, Plated Tea Sets, Carvers, Table Knives and
ful refreshments were served after
T. Livermore, Detroit; J. B. Gant.
$1.50 books for 50c. the most un- the game,
Chicago: J. K. Robinson, Win -heater.
Forks, Brass Cuspidors, And-Irons, Fancy Baskets, Etc.
LOC.IL LINES.
equaled offer ever made. the Ruse of
H. Rosenbluth, New York; E. F. Heywood, Jr., Chicago: W. H. Crane.
Old St. Louis, Darrell of the Blessed
Carpe Diem Club.
Mound City, III.; S. J. Lawshe. LonIsle, The Man of the Hour, Dorothy
.Miss Kate Grogan, of 922 TrimIsviHe; S. Ili-rescreen, Toledo, 0.: A
South Her Mountain Lover, Cape ble street, is .the hostess of the C-artee
-For Dr. Peudley ring 416.
E. Daisy, Cincinnati; J. T. Madden,
Cod Folks, all go at this price, while Diem club this evening at her home
Owensboro: F. H. Dotard. Cleveland.
-Dr. Gilbert, Osteopath, 400 1-3
they last at R. D. Clements & Co.
0.; J. C. Partridge, Evansville; R.
Broadway. Phone 196.
Club Euchre.
-The Junior Guild of the Grace
B. Smut. Butte, Mont.
--John Oliver, Jr., son of the well
Enrico Cameo's Appeal.
The Standard club will enter.ain
Belvedere-C. C. Moses, Chicago:
known carpenter of 1106 South Episcopal church will meet FrIday
New York, Dec. I3.-The appeal
with euchre tonight at their handH U. Mesatber, Louisville; E. E.
Third street was yesterday thrown afternon at the parish house.
Enrico
of
Caruso,
the
from
tenor,
his Perry, Cincinnati: H. E. Rickland,
some club rooms on Broadway.
-New shipment high-grade shoes,
quired. II. J. Robinson, Hampton.
from his horse and his right arm
conviction on a charge ordisorderly St. Louis; D. Goldner, Cincinnati: T.
K y.
fractured. The injury was dressed by Stacy-Adam. Stetson. Walkover and
conduct towards women in the monSamuel,
CinLouisville,
Ciao,
B.
U.
Mr. .1. S. Jackson went to EddyDr. D. T. Stuart.
MEN -Our free Illustrated cataIlls.
Edwin Clapp at same prices. Ike Cokey house at Central Park. came up cinnati; J. L. Brother, Louisville
vil:e this morning on business.
-When you order a rig from wi hen's, 106 S. Second St.
logue explains how we teach barber
before Recorder Goff today. No new
Marshal J. W. Odom. of Pryors- evidence
you are talking to one of the prowas taken,, the proceedings
trade in few weeks. Graduates paid
-Fire companies Nos. 2 and 4, burg, Is in the
No Cause for
city today on business. being limited
prietors or capable ..erks (not a with the tire engine, was
to arguments by at$12 to $20 weekly. Positions or loAtlanta, Ga., Dec. 13.-President
called to
Mr. Guy Martin went to EddYvIlle
torneys.
driver or hostler) who writes, files the William Powley residence near
Heyde Jordan, of the Southern CotWANTED-Good boy to do house cations waiting. Ships furnished new
this morning on businen.
and 6111 the order
ton association, in an interview today work. Apply at The Sun office.
at appointed George street on Third street at 9
on easy payments. Write Molar BarMr. and Mrs. W. W. Pope will leave
o'clock this morning. The root was Wednesday for their former home
upon the recent government estimate
Gillette Taken to Inborn.
time. Palmer Transfer Co.
ber College. St. Louis, Mo,
Seventh
RENT-Lfiats,
-iflegant
FOR
Herkimer. N. Y., Dee. Is --Chester placing the crop of the current year
-The Dixie Knitting Mills,Eighth afire from a defertive flue, but little Akron, Ohio, to spend Christmas Mr
WANTED. FOR. U. S. ARMY and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott.
and Jones street, have resumed op- damage was done.
Pope is the secretary of the Paducah E Gillette was taken to Auburn pris- at practica:ly 12;500,0011 bales, midi
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today
of
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by
a
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist, 200 Pottery- company.
eration after a several ilay.' shutFOR STOVE WOOD {shims; 1950
ages of 21 and 35: citizens of United
Mrs Gillette, (Theater's mother. south should not become panicky George Bundren.
down, due to a de:ay in the arrival Fraternity building.
Mr. Robert Wallace arrived home
States, of good character and temconsented to remain behind to avoid over the recent estimate of the bureau
of material.
-The Ladles' MIte society of the last night from Princeton, N. J.,
FOR RENT-Two
unfurnished perate habits, who can speak,
possible oenes on the way. and she of cotton statistics and the heavy
read
-The Sun office is prepared to First Baptist church will met Freda) where he Is attending college, to
was promised in return that she slump which followed in 'be specule- rooms. 915 Trimble.
and write English. For information
spend
the
holidays
with
his
parafternoon
at
3
o'clock
with
furnish the very latest things in enMrs.
WANTED-- Position as book- apply to Recruiting Office, New Richents, Mr. and Mrs. George C. Wel- might visit her boy in Auburn prieon tive exchanges of the country. The
graved or printed caning cards and Cheek, 314 North Sixth street.
tomorrow She will go there tonight. enormous demand for spot cotton by keeper. Address
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
W, care The Sun
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FOR RENT-Five room cottage,
every bale of American rOttou tyrt,ing special prices now.
Albanian Tribesmen light.
grade of linen paper for $1 IS just visiting in the city.
another crop can be with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap- Wood Leine on the Lovelaceville
before
doted
--The new sill dressing machine,
Little Miss Katie Morgan, of 606
Belgrade, De,. 13.-Thirty-five harvested.
road five miles southwest of Paducah
one of the many splendid offerings
ply Dr. P. H. Stewart.
recently received by the Illinois CenNorth Eleventh street, who ,has been men were killed- outright and hunat Lone Oak, one light colored Jersey.
tral, was placed in operation • this in this line at The Sun office.
:eriousiy ill, is slowly improving.
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dreds wounded in a desperate battle
FOR
Star marked swallow fork in right.
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Brigade Army Parts.
morning. It dresses sills twice the
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in
Justice
Washington,
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Emery's
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WHY ELECTRIC POWER

ECONOMICAL

T is the most efficient and the
I least wasteful. It minimizes
the risk of breakdowns. You
pay only in proportion to your
actual needs. There is more room
in youi factory--you can condense operations. Electric power
is clean. Individual motors avoid
shafting and friction loads---in
some instances found to be over
60 per cent.
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Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar.offices-double offices especially adapted for dentists.
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Will Cost City of Paducah The "Vegetable Prescription" To Try Violators
of Sunday
$600 to Replace
Filled Many Times in
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Two Weeks
Board (if Public Works Lets Contracts for Boyd and Nineteenth Streets.
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Leave It Untried.
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LEE LINE STEAMER

Steamer Georgia Lee
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Leaves Cincinnati December 12 for Louisville, Evansville, l'aducah,
and all way points.
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\'icksburg and Pine Bluff,
Ark., arriving Padilieah Saturday, December 15.
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her resolution,
"Yes, sir" fiercely 'responded the cers to you for the consideration and matter any better than the rest of us.
of myself in the grief which now tears "You are wiser than I."
Ceonseecial
And
he
?street's %WENS*
said she, "and literary contributor. "Didn't you ever Investigation of this
promised repeatedly, that if Veterinary Surgeon
department."
and Dentist. All
my heart. It is for the king I grieve. to you have been committed
the inter. hear of such a thing as wood alco- Representatives of the Constitution- elected district attorney, he would tells
promptly
attended night and
for the noble heart, the kindly moue eats of the church, I
will do what you
al League from New York are here punish somebody. He was elected, lay. Residence Phone 2935 Old. Ofwhich might rise so high and which is advise."
hol?" Chicago Tribune,
asking a congressional investigation knd I for one went back to my place fice, Thompson 'Transfer company.
dragged so low."
"You promise it?"
of the discharge of the soldiers.
"For all that, my daughter, you are
satisfied to wait for results. I have Both Plieees 357.
"I don"
Noostse-"You seemed to he baring
ambitious. Would you not love to
been waiting ever since. and nothing
Her two visitors threw up their hands
quite a time at your house Mgt nigbe "
turn the king toward good?"
(Incorporated.)
together. "It is a blessed day." they
has happened. Now I am a reasonaLatins Rest in Ditch.
Popley lweelly)-"Yes, a deuce
"I would give my life for it."
cried. "and generations yet unborn will
PASKU,112-311
11nahm, Ps11ASIBillE
New York, Dec. 13.-John F. ble person. I appreciate the difficul"And there is your ambition. Ah, learn to deem it so."
of a time-."
27 Colleges in 15 Matti eosiTtorte is
cured or money It 10,1.7'NDED Also teach ey
Stevens, chief engineer. and J. G. ty in making good promises made in
can I not read your noble Pont? Would
She sat half stunned by, the prospect
Noozy-"A delete of a timer'
MAIL, Catalogue will tionvincti von
Sullivan. 111111704Allt chief engineer of a campaign. I don't ask their literal
you net love to see the church reign which was opening out in
IManirhon't YHA SZST. Call or ess•
front of her.
Popley-"Yee, twine."-Paled pure and serene over all this realm, to Ambitious she bad, as the
tell IC
the Panama PADIll commission. arriv fulfillment. All I asked of Mr. JeJesuit had phda Ledger
see the poor homed, the needy helped, surmised, always been-ambitio
ed today on the steamer Panama front rome was to convince
us for
me he was
_
the wicked turned front their ways and the power which would
colon. Concerning the rumor re- making
enable her to
a sincere and persistent efthe king ever the leader In all that Is leave the world better than
orted
Panama
from
he
that
3
Dec.
she found
fort to help solve the insurance probnoble and good?"
eight resign from the commission.
It. But close at the heels of her joy
Her cheeks had flushed, and her eyes there came 4 sudden
er.
fSuRivan dented the rumor that lem: Or, if he found he could do
Manufacturers of
revulsion to
to Third ud Wacky
shone as she looked at the gray face doubt and deepondeney. Was
nothing, to explain In terms I could
e Intended resigning,
not all
of the Jesuit and saw the picture Ibis fine prospect a mere (lay dream?
For Ike Holidays
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legs
In speaking of the conditions on understand why It was. This would
which him words had conjured up be- And how could these men be so
Cigars, i or • box.
•eil 'I.1 hrs.Iry Wh146 0 MAMA It*
lie isthmus Me. Stevens maid:
be making good, in my judgment.
sure
fore her.
that they held the king in the hollow
"There are at present at work on
La Sonia Ise,
La Srszoria to.
"But Mr. Jerome did neither the
"My daughter," said Bossiret solemn- of their hand? The Jesuit read the
'se canal 17.000 men. 5,000 of wtom one nor the
Cortez toe, La Preferencla roc
Sell on installments and
other. He gave no evily, "It is time for plain speaking. It fears vrtaeh dulled the sparkle of her
-1.0 white. There are no Chien,
Magnolia toe.
dence of whole-heartedneas in
old Instratneuts In
take
atI. in the luterestm of the church that eyes, and answered her thoughts.
:twang the workmen. The best workTobacco any quantity
tacking the problem. He treated conwe do it. None hear and none shall
"The' church redeems its pledges
exchange.
i:en
Italians
are
the
and
Sltanieedla
Fine cut
Cnbe cut
Ping cut
Brook port,. III.
ever_hear what passes between um now. swiftly." coed be. "And you, my
here has not been a death since temptuously the demand to tell why
Home Spun and Pitney
Regard us, if you will, as two canfeem daughter, you must be as prompt when
Rates SI a Day.
Ersr,thing 01,
eily, when I went down, and very be WAN luke-warm, The louder the
Pies Galore
ors, with whom your secret Is inviols- four own turn comes."
en.I A Lactase Prierietress
clamor grew , over hls Inactivity the
eicknetse"
;de. I call it a secret, and yet It is
hfeerchanws, a dream of wealth
"I have promised, father."
more dogged he Menthe. Mr, Jerome
none to us, for it to our mission to reed
"Then it Is for us to perform. You
French Briar, the pleasure giver
P. BourquIn tuner.
the human heart. You love the king." will remain In your room all evening."
"Ham a reformer any chance In seems to have interpreted the deMs menu seived any day at
"Your grace--father!" She turned in
"Yes. fathete"
Inelitios" "It se depends." 'moaner- mand that he explain as coming soleconfusion from one to the other.
ed the coed-Wooded campaigner, "on I ly from the sensational newspapers,
(To be (Jontlened.)
"There is no Minnie In !tieing. my
whethor be- Is *et in hls were pr is aUd he let It he understood that they
CAMPBELL BLOCK
daughter. The shame illea only in
Those who win success by prartice
232 Bro ad w ay
wDeng to he taught "--Wnsilaington Could not drive him to action or to
Telephones: Office. sic Residesse,
Phone 1041.a
ileiciali tej Ink I say pin that you
haven't time to preach.
Star. ,
speech. 1341-the newspapers which
She ewe-Pt 66f- with triumph
In her
eyes. It had been a terrible fight,
but
all the greater the credit of her
victory. She took a little pink slip
of
paper from an inlaid desk and
dashed
off a few words upon it. They
were.
"Should Mine. de Maintenon have any
message for his majesty be will
be
for the next few hours in the room
of
Mme. de Moutespau." This she addressed to her rival, and it was sent
on the spot, together with the king's
order, by the hands of a page.
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D. H.

Smokers' Xmas Menu

Baldwin & Co.

Henry Illammen, Jr.
hinved

PIANOS and ORGANS

Oak Dale Hotel

DISTRIBUTING OFF ICE
5 1 8 BROADWAY
K.

THE SMOKE HUSE

W. L MILLER 86 BRO.
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Harbour's Thirteenth Friday Bargain Sale Tomorrow

Fridays we mark down many things with prices so low that you cannot well
afford to miss such bargains. In tomorrow's sale there are
many bargain opportunities to interest you. The aisles, sections, tables, coun
ters, shelves, balconies, wings, nooks and corners are all
loaded with merchandise marked at special holiday low prices. Many
things will have additional cut prices to clear out broken lots.

Useful, Sensible
Xmas Presents

•

Every day to be a birgain day f .om
now till Christmas, that useful, tensible merchandise may be used for
Christmas presents.

Lot Silk Paosi.Velvet hats, regular
Lot SOc colored Satins. Friday
$1.75 and $2.25,Friday price $1.00 prlees 25c a yard..
each.
Lot 25c Silk Belts, Friday prices
Lot of $1 Broadcloths, Friday 19c.
price 75c a yard.
Lot $1 Kid Gloves Friday prices
Lot 25c Dress Goods, all colors, 85e a pair.
Near Silk Petticoats,
regular
Friday prices 19c a yard.
$1.25, Friday price S9c.
Lot 50c Dress Goods, Friday prices
, Sample Corsets regular $1, Fri.
29c, 35c and 37c a yard.
day price 75c.
Lot of $1 Black Taffeta Silk, FriLot Women's Walking Skirts, regday prices 75c a yard.
ular $5. Friday price $2.50.
Lot $1 colored Taffeta Silks, FriMisses' Skirts, regular $3, Friday
day prices 50c yard.
price $1.98.

Children's Coats, regular $2.75,
Women's Knit Shawls and Fasch Lot Wotneu•si $3 Shoes, Friday
Friday price $1.95.
nators, regular 75e. Friday price 48c. price $1.95 a pair.
Women's Long Coats, regular
Women's Silk Shawls regular $4,,
Lot Men's $3.50 Shoes, Frida.)
$15, Friday price $10.
Friday price $2.89.
price, $2.50 -a pair.
Women'
Long Coats, regular
Women's Jersey Ribbed Under58.60. Friday price $6.95.
we
ar,I
heavy fleeced Vests and Pants.' Lot Infants' 50c Shoes, Friday
Women's Coat Suits, regular $15.
45c a pair.
Friday
price
23c.
Friday price $9.89.
Lot
Boys' $1.25 Kid Shoes, FriMen's Unien Soil, regular $1.
' Women's Coat Suits, regular $22,
day price $1 a pair.
Friday price The.
Friday price $15.
Women's Silk Petticoats, regular
Huck Towels, regular 10c, Friday
Lot Girls' $1.25 School Shoes, FM$O, Friday price $3.50.
price 7c.
day price $1 a pair.
Women's Furs, regular $8, Friday
White 'Waistings, 3 yard lengths
Lot Women's
$1.25
Dongola
price $4.95.
regular $1 Friday price The a length Shoes. Friday price 95c a pair.

'
Harbour
s Department Store
"STATES RIGHTS
WANING IN FORCE

I.

North Third Street
HALF SQUARE FROM BROADWAY

Ithat the separation of the two Is so
'impracticable, that the tendency is
MEW
plainly towards practical control Of
national government over both.
New projects of national control
are being mooted; the control of
Insurance. uniform
divorce laws:
River Stages.
child labor laws and many others,
Cairo
20.3 ... St'd
affecting matters, formerly entirely
Root Says States Do Not
Chattanooga
5.6 ... St'd
EX., within the cognisance of the state Proves Both Interesting And Cincinn
ati
26.5 3.0 rise
ereise Proper Control
:are propose/
Profitable
Evansville
14.4 2.0 rise
I submit to your judgment and I
Florence
3.8 ... St'd
desire to press upon you with all
Johnsonville ..
6.2 ... St'd
,earnestness I possess, that there is
Law% Mu.l
Louisville
8.2 0.7 rise
11*:nact'al With Refer- hut one way in which states of
the ,Frealititen Clam. and Teather. Both Mt. Carmel
rm.. to Other sitate......_Ao
11.3 0.2 fall
I union can maintain their power and
Hat e Excellent 1'n/trams
ol Oue Nation.
Nashville
9.5 0.1 rise
'authority under conditions now bel'rettareti.
Pittsburg
13.7 3.0 fall
fore us and that way is by an awakDavis Island Dam -missing.
leniog on the part of states to the
St. Louis
9.4 0.1 fall
real
questio
n
of
their
own duties to
A CENTILt LIZED GOV ERN NI ENT
Mt.. Vernon
13.7 ... rise
the country at large.. Under condi- THE PUPILS WILL VISIT SHOPS
Paducah
13.5 0.5 rise
tions which now exist, not a state
can live unto itSelf alone and reguThe wharf was quiet this morning
New York, Dec. 13.-Secretary
of late Its affairs with sole reference to
Friday afternoon the Freshmen and the river is rising.
State Root was the guest of honor Its own treasury, its own convent
And don't forget that we handle Albums, Toilet Sets, Milita
The gauge
,class of the Paduca
ry Brushes, Collar
n High school, registered a stage of 13.5 at 7 o'clock
at the annual dinner of the Penn- ence, its own specie! interests.
and
Cuff Boxes, Glove and Handkerchief Sets, Lamps,
will hold its monthly literary and an with a rise of 0.5 in
24 hours. Rises
ey:yenta Society of New York last
Vases
, Figures and a
Sees End of States Rights.
attractive program has been arrang- in the upper Ohio indicate
Magnificent Assortment of Holiday Gift Books,
evening More than 700 members of
still furEvery state is bound to frame Its ed. This feature has proven
interest- ther rising here.
the society were present. Root re- legislation
Its administration .ng to the pupas, who instead of
The City of Memphis has been late
epondet to the toast "The United with referen
ce not only to its own idling their monthly half holiday all around
on this trip. Last night
States••
special affairs, but with reference to away, utilise it in
their regular freight was being delivered to it
Root said In part:
the effect upon al: Its sister states. school work.
until 11 o'clock and it was 1 o'clock ommendatIon of mercy to the court. Maillnigiffinliliegiliginie
"The condition under which claus- It is useless
for the advocates of
The program is:
penalty for manbefOre the steamer got away for the The minimum
es of constitution distributing pow- , states right's
to Inveigh against the
slaughter in this state is a fine of
Reading, "The Corning of the Tennessee river. Six o'clock
ors to national and state government supremacy
is the
I
of the constitutional Prince."--Miss Belle V. O'Brien
$50.0.
regular leaving time.
.
are now and henceforth to be appli- laws of the
United States or against
Mrs. Birdsong, who is 22 years old
Piano solo, "Pure as Snow"-.Mies
The Dick Fowler had an unevented are widely different from the con- the extent
,
of national authority, in Pauline Hank.
ful trip yesterday in the Cairo trade and a member of a leading Miueindppl
dItions which were or have been the field
of necessary control where
Reading-Misa Rosa Thurman.
and got away this morning on time. family, shot and killed Dr. Butler in
within contemplation of the framers the states
themselves fall In the perRecitat
ion-Mi
ss
Errata
The Georgia Le is headed this November. 1905, alleging that he had
Smith.
of the constitution and widely differ- forman
ce of their duty. The Instinct
Readin
g
-Miss
Jessie
way
Acker.
from Cincinnati and will pass boasted of his relearns., with her and
ent from those which obtained dur- for self-go
vernment among the peoPiano solo-Miss static Eeeles.
here goigg down Saturday for Mem- that his boasts were untrue.
ing the early day• el the republic.
I ple of the United States is too
Reading-Miss Huth McChesney. phis.
"Few men of 1757 would have strong
to permit them long to reA monogram In one or two letters
Piano duet- Misses May
The Kentucky will be due out of
Bonds
deemed ft possible that the union spect
any one's right to exercise a and Nell Pieper.
any color of ink, and two quires
In
the
Tenness
ee river tonight and will
the were forming could Ise
main- i power which he fails to experience.
lie over until Saturday for the re- of paper for only a dollar, a special
tattled among 85,000,0110 people
, Governmental control, which they
for Christmas, at The Sun office.
Teat-hers' Monthly Meeting.
turn trip
spread over the vast expanse froth I
Ftiday afternoon the teachers will
The Joe Fowler was late last night
the Atlantic to the Pirate and from deem just and necessary they will
-Fine select ,oysters, fresh every
Use lakes to the gulf. Three princi- have either from the states or from hold titer monthly literary meeting getting away at 10 o'clock for Evthe national government and If the in the office of Supt. C. M Islets dnsville. The John Hopkin
FUR SETS FOR CHILDREN
s ale° day, 25c a pint. 45c a quart, at Jim
pal causes have made thil possible:
We are showing many pretty seta this
Vlaholeas, 304 Broadway.
first, the growth of national senti- states fall to furnish It in due meas- Printspal E. G. Payne of the Wash- came in late today from that point.
year, and at
such remarkable prices you can't
The Bettie Owen is bringing lots of
ment whisn was et first almost im- ure, sooner or later constructions is? ington building, will lead
resist. They are
useful
the
consilt
and
uten
ornanre
will
he
found
ntal.
hay
out
and
corn
from
Minot' every- day
perceptible hut the early struggles'
Culthotan's Lecture.
The farmers are getting their Christof the nation and which was kept and the powers placed where it will
Fans, Neckwear,Scarfs, Hand Purses, Combs,
exercis
he
ed-1n
nationa
Miss
Cushman, head of the art de- mas money.
the
l governenn.dantiv before the minds of the
- 41V ete. Everything that is good
partment of the University of ChiThe packets George Cowling and
people were made enduring by sac- 'meat
and useful is
Given Away
at Christmaslend.
cago, will lecture Friday night and Royal are contributing a steady
Talees Of the Civil war.
On Christmas Day
Saturday afternoon Co the Alumni stream of shoppers in the holiday
Blind for 14 Veers,
Common Bonds of Interest.
We will give sway!
association. In the evening she will trade, from Metropolis and Goltonda.
"Second, free trade among states,
Muncie. Id., Der 13.-Absolutely Illustrate her
Bill Stone and his mule form one 1 Exquisitely Dressed French
lecture with a stereopto which we owe our internal trade iblind for fiftseth
ree years, Sesse Stuart ticop. Her subject will
of the picturesque sights on the
Bisque Doll
be art. •
which already exceeds the entire for- now
$7.50
67 years old. Is beginning again
wharf. Bill drives for the Scott 1 Handsomely Dressed French
eign trade of the rest of the world.
to see. and yesterday, from the winHardwa
re company. Every morning
Will Visit Shops.
To It we owe in a 'high degree the
Bisque Doll
CULINARY WRINKLES
2.50
After January 1 Prof. Schrieves, when the dray has been unloaded, 1
const•nt drawing together of all dow of the house where he lives, was
Pearl Handle Gold Pen ... 2.00
Revised, up-to-date, contains choice
receipts for chafing
parts of our country in bonds of able to determine the outline of tome teacher of science in the High the mule rushes off the what-Moat at 1 Juvenile Book
dish cookery, entrees. soups, sauces,
for boy or girl. 1.50
as they went pile
•
ete., by a practical
He mot with an school will take his class on excur- breakneck speed without Bill, but
common interee.
1 Book, (to be selected)
instructor. Tlie distribution Is limited
.60
. Ask the lady
"Third. the marvelous develop- accident when • boy of 14 years old. sions through /he different manu- always stops about 200 feet from
in charge of
(and five other attractive presents.)
ment of farint.os for travel and com- whirl) destroyed the sight of one see facturing concerns in the city. This the wharfboat. When Bill gets
With every rash sale of 25c or
Armour's Extract of Beef Demonstration
munication which have broken down and coursed the sight of the other to is a very pleasant feature of the through with his -duties in the office,
work, and the class will be ready to he goes to the edge of the gang- over, you get a numbered cash t.
the harriers between
how to get one, and while you are
communities fail gradosiely until his blindneeiswa%
there, try, with our
plank yells one or two commands at later ticket. These tickets count in
and led to reorganisation of business total, tie now believes he will sewn enter Into It
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and social life along lines which for he able to set. distinctly.
promptly turns our distribution of prises. Make your
the other delicious dishes she is Serving
.
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the most part altogether ignore the
save your tickthe gang way for Bill to get on. This ets.
boundaries of states.
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pondingly different political condiThe
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nstional government."
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24 to EYE SEE JEWELRY AND OPTICAL CO.
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and Vic goods.
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36 hours.
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LITERARY WORK
OF HIGH SCHOOL
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While the Heart Beats Young
Dolls, Beautiful Dolls

Will always be the ideal gift for little girls. We are showing one
of
the Prettiest and Most Complete Assortments in Paducah and our
Prices are Very Reasonable.

D. E. WILSON, The Book: and Music Man
A(Harbour's Department Store

end

Santa Claus

Will hold his annual reception in Toyland Friday and Saturday from 3
to 4:30. Let the little ones
come.

Beautiful Presents

Ne

At OGILVIE'S

PLASTERERS BUSY

D. E. WILSON

Special Holiday Prices

HANK BROS.

T

I

HANK BROS.

Subscribe for THE SUN and get the
news
while it is news.
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